FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Ovando to Open Holiday Pop-Up Boutique in The Mall at Short Hills
New York, NY (August 3, 2015) -Ovando-the Manhattan based, design and production company celebrated
for its modern style-today announced the location of its pop-up luxury boutique. The newest location is slated
to open at 1200 Morris Turnpike, at The Mall At Short Hills in Short Hills, New Jersey on August 15, 2015.
The brainchild of entrepreneur and fashion darling, Sandra de Ovando, the full-service design and event
production company, Ovando, is a favorite among Manhattan's elite. "We specialize in encapsulating the
beauty of concept and transforming it into an experiential environment through an array of artistic mediums
and design elements," says de Ovando. Bringing its exclusive and trendsetting style to New Jersey, Ovando will
continue to embrace its purpose of creating beautiful moments and spaces, thrilling people's senses and
making them happy through exceptional designs.
In addition to Ovando's iconic signature floral arrangements, holiday and event décor, and luxury candle
collections-Recuerdos de Mexico and Souvenirs de Paris-the boutique will offer a variety of services including:
floral design classes, in-home holiday decorating, and consultations for the Art of Holiday Gifting. The luxury
pop-up boutique will also premierMarche aux Fleurs and Chantilly, the highly anticipated additions to
the Souvenirs de Pariscollection, which launch later this year.
The 2,000 square foot space, designed by Ovando's master designers, will showcase intricate event
installations, highlighting extraordinary décor possibilities for social events and the home. The backdrop of the
space stays true to Ovando's design philosophy-simple, not simplistic-with black walls and fixtures and custommade fresh floral displays.
About Ovando
Founded in 2003, products and services include complete concept, design, and production for fashion shows,
weddings, bar/ bat mitzvahs, and social and corporate events, the daily delivery of flower arrangements, and
weekly floral installations for corporate offices, hotels, restaurants and residential buildings. Ovando-NY's
premiere design and production company-has four locations in the New York metropolitan area including a
design studio, two Manhattan-based luxury boutiques, and a fabrication and production studio.
For more information visit www.OvandoNY.com.
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